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Abstract. Let G be a finite group. The character degree graph of G, which is denoted by   .G/,
is the graph whose vertices are the prime divisors of the character degrees of the group G and
two vertices p1 and p2 are joined by an edge if p1p2 divides some character degree ofG. In this
paper we prove that if G is a simple group of order less that 6000, then G is uniquely determined
by its character degree graph and its order. Also by an example we show that this result is not
true for all simple groups.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
LetG be a finite group, Irr.G/ be the set of irreducible characters ofG, and denote
by cd.G/, the set of irreducible character degrees of G.
There are several graphs attached to the set of character degrees of a finite group
that have been studied (see [3, 5]). Results on these graphs are often useful to prove
results that provide structural information of the group from some property of the
set of character degrees. The graph that has been most commonly studied is the
graph   .G/ whose vertices are the prime divisors of the character degrees of the
group G and two vertices are joined by an edge if the product of the primes divides
some character degree of G. This graph is called character degree graph and was
introduced in [5]. Later this graph has been widely studied (see [4, 6]).
A finite group G is called a K3-group if jGj has exactly three distinct prime di-
visors. Recently Chen et. al. in [7] proved that these groups are uniquely determined
by their orders and one or both of their largest and second largest irreducible charac-
ter degrees. It is proved that A5, L2.7/, L2.17/, L3.3/ and U4.2/ can be uniquely
determined by their orders and the largest degrees of their irreducible characters.
Also it is proved that A6 is characterized by its order and the second largest degree of
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its irreducible characters. Finally it is proved that L2.8/ and U3.3/ are characteriz-
able by their orders and the largest and the second largest degrees of their irreducible
characters.
The goal of this paper is to introduce a new characterization for the simple groups
S such that jS j< 6000. In fact we prove the following result:
Let S be a simple group such that jS j < 6000. If G is a finite group such that
jGj D jS j and   .G/D   .S/, then G Š S .
We note that this result is not true for all simple groups. In fact we give a solvable
group of order 6048 such that its order and its character degree graph are the same as
U3.3/ and so the simple group of order 6048 is not characterized by its degree graph
and its order.
If N E G and  2 Irr.N /, then the inertia group of  in G is IG./ D fg 2 G j
g D g. If the character DPkiD1 eii , where for each 1 i  k, i 2 Irr.G/ and
ei is a natural number, then each i is called an irreducible constituent of .
Lemma 1 ((Ito’s Theorem) [2, Theorem 6.15]). Let AEG be abelian. Then .1/
divides jG W Aj, for all  2 Irr.G/.
Lemma 2 ([2, Theorems 6.2, 6.8, 11.29]). Let N E G and let  2 Irr.G/. Let
 be an irreducible constituent of N and suppose 1 D ; : : : ;t are the distinct
conjugates of  inG. Then N D e
Pt
iD1 i , where eD ŒN ;  and t D jG W IG./j.
Also .1/ j .1/ and .1/=.1/ j jG WN j.
Lemma 3 ([7, Lemma]). Let G be a nonsolvable group. Then G has a normal
series 1EH EK EG such thatK=H is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian
simple groups and jG=Kj j jOut.K=H/j.
Lemma 4 ((Palfy’s Theorem) [4, Theorem 4.1]). Let .G/ be the set of all prime
divisors of the character degrees of G. Let G be a solvable group and   .G/. If
jj  3, then there exist primes p;q 2  and a degree a 2 cd.G/ so that pq divides a.
In other words, any three primes in .G/ must have an edge in   .G/ that is incident
to two of those primes.
If n is an integer and r is a prime number, then we write r˛kn, when r˛ j n but
r˛C1 − n. Also if r is a prime number we denote by Sylr.G/, the set of Sylow r-
subgroups of G and we denote by nr.G/, the number of elements of Sylr.G/. If H
is a characteristic subgroup of G, we write H ch G. All other notations are standard
and we refer to [1].
2. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 1. If G is a finite group of order 60 such that   .G/ D   .A5/, then
G Š A5.
Proof. We know that cd.A5/D f1;3;4;5g. Therefore   .G/ is a graph with vertex
set f2;3;5g and there is no edge in   .G/. So there exists  2 Irr.G/, such that
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5 j .1/. Also .1/2 < jGj D 60, implies that .1/D 5. On the other hand, the order
and the character degree graph of G show that 5 is the largest character degree of G.
Therefore G Š A5, by [7]. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a finite group of order 168 and   .G/D   .L2.7//. Then
G Š L2.7/.
Proof. By [1], We know that cd.L2.7//Df1;3;6;7;8g. Therefore   .G/ is a graph
with vertex set f2;3;7g and there exists an edge between 2 and 3. Similarly to the
proof of Theorem 1 there exists  2 Irr.G/ such that .1/ D 7. Also there exists
ˇ 2 Irr.G/ such that 6 j ˇ.1/. Therefore ˇ.1/D 2˛3, for some ˛ > 0. Then jGj D 168
shows that ˇ.1/D 6 or ˇ.1/D 12. If ˇ.1/D 12, then 1Cˇ.1/2C.1/2> jGj, which
is a contradiction.
If O7.G/¤ 1, then O7.G/ is an abelian normal subgroup of order 7 and we get a
contradiction by Ito’s theorem, since .1/D 7. Similarly it follows that O3.G/D 1.
Now we prove that G is a nonsolvable group. On the contrary let G be a solvable
group. Let M be a normal minimal subgroup of G. By the above discussion M
is a 2-elementary abelian subgroup of G. Also jM j ¤ 8, by Ito’s theorem, since
ˇ.1/D 6. Hence jM j D 2k , where 1  k  2. Hence if Q=M 2 Syl7.G=M/, then
Q=M CG=M . Also if P 2 Syl7.Q/, then P ch Q, which implies that P CG, and
so O7.G/¤ 1, which is a contradiction.
Therefore G is nonsolvable and so G has a normal series 1EH EK E G such
that K=H is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups and jG=Kj j
jOut.K=H/j. By the classification of finite simple groups and [1], it follows that
K=H is isomorphic to L2.7/ and so H D 1 and G DK. Therefore G Š L2.7/. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a finite group such that jGj D jA6j D 23325 and   .G/D
  .A6/. Then G Š A6.
Proof. By [1], We know that cd.A6/D f1;5;8;9;10g. Therefore   .G/ is a graph
with vertex set f2;3;5g and there is an edge between 2 and 5. Similarly to the proof
of Theorem 2 we conclude thatG has an irreducible character  such that .1/D 10.
Also by Ito’s theorem it follows that O5.G/D 1.
Let G be a solvable group and M be a normal minimal subgroup of G. Then M
is a p-elementary abelian subgroup, where p D 2 or p D 3. Now we consider two
cases:
Case 1. Let M be a 3-group. Then jM j D 3 or jM j D 9. If jM j D 9, then since 3 is
a vertex of   .G/, we get a contradiction by Ito’s theorem. Therefore jM j D 3. Let
H=M be a Hall subgroup of G=M of order 235. Then jG=M W H=M j D 3 and so
.G=M/=.L=M/ ,! S3, where L=M D CoreG=M .H=M/. Therefore 5 j jL=M j and
jL=M j j 40, which implies that Q=M C L=M , where Q=M 2 Syl5.L=M/. Hence
QCG and jQj D 15. Therefore O5.G/¤ 1, which is a contradiction.
Case 2. Let M be a 2-group. Since .1/D 10, we get that jM j D 2 or jM j D 4.
(2.1) Let jM j D 4. Then jG=M j D 2325.
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Let H=M be a Hall subgroup of G=M of order 325, which is a normal subgroup
of G=M . Also Q=M CH=M , where Q=M 2 Syl5.H=M/, and so Q=M CG=M .
Therefore Q C G and jQj D 20. If P 2 Syl5.Q/, then P C G, which implies that
O5.G/¤ 1 and this is a contradiction.
(2.2) Therefore jM j D 2 and jG=M j D 22325. Let H=M be a Hall subgroup of
G=M of order 325. Then jG=M WH=M j D 4, and so if L=M D CoreG=M .H=M/,
then .G=M/=.L=M/ ,! S4, which implies that 5 j jL=M j. Also jL=M j j jH=M j D
325. Hence if Q=M 2 Syl5.L=M/, then similarly to the above, Q=M C G=M and
so Q C G. Then jQj D 10 and if P 2 Syl5.Q/, then P C G, which implies that
O5.G/¤ 1, and this is a contradiction.
Therefore G is nonsolvable and so G has a normal series 1EH EK E G such
that K=H is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups and jG=Kj j
jOut.K=H/j. By the classification of finite simple groups and [1], it follows that
K=H is isomorphic to A5 or A6.
(i) Let K=H Š A5. Then jH j  jG=Kj D 6 and jG=Kj j 2.
(a) Let jG=Kj D 1. Then jH j D 6. Now we consider two cases:
(a.1) Let H Š S3.
Then H C G and so CG.H/C NG.H/D G. Also H \CG.H/D 1. Therefore
G Š H CG.H/. Also CG.H/ Š G=H Š A5 and hence G Š S3 A5. Now G
has an irreducible character of degree 6, which is a contradiction, since 2 and 3 are
nonadjacent in   .G/.
(a.2) Let H ŠZ6.
Then there exists  2 Irr.H/ such that e D ŒH ; ¤ 0, where .1/D 10. Hence
10 D et , where t D jG W IG./j. We know that t j jAut.H/j D 2. If t D 1, then
e D 10, and so ŒH ;H  D e2t D 100 < jG W H j D 60, which is a contradiction.
Therefore t D 2 and e D 5. Since H  IG./, it follows that G=H Š A5 has a
subgroup IG./=H such that jG=H W IG./=H j D 2, and this is a contradiction.
(b) Let jG=Kj D 2. Then G=H Š S5 and we get a contradiction, since S5 has an
irreducible character of degree 6.
(ii) Therefore K=H Š A6 and so H D 1 and G Š A6. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a finite group such that jGj D jL3.3/j D 243313 and
  .G/D   .L3.3//. Then G Š L3.3/.
Proof. By [1], We know that   .G/ is a complete graph on the vertex set f2;3;13g.
Then there exists  2 Irr.G/, such that .1/ D 39. So by Ito’s theorem we get that
O13.G/D 1.
Let G be a solvable group. Let M be a normal minimal subgroup of G. Then
M is a p-elementary abelian subgroup where p D 2 or p D 3. Since there exists
ˇ 2 Irr.G/ such that 6 j ˇ.1/, it follows that jM j ¤ 33 and jM j ¤ 24.
(i) Let M be a 3-group. Then jM j D 3k , where 1  k  2. Then jG=M j D
2433 k13. Let H=M be a Hall subgroup of G=M of order 2413. Then jG=M W
H=M j D 33 k and so G=HG ,! S9 which implies that 13 j jHG j. Let Q=M 2
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Syl13.HG=M/. ThenQ=M CG=M and soQCG. IfP 2Syl13.Q/, thenP chQC
G, which implies that O13.G/¤ 1, a contradiction.
(ii) Let M be a 2-group and jM j D 2k , where 1  k  3. Let H=M be a Hall
subgroup of G=M of order 3313. Then jG=M WH=M j D jG WH j D 2r  8, and so
G=HG ,! S8. Therefore 13 j jHG j. Let Q=M 2 Syl13.HG=M/. Also jHG=M j j
jH=M j D 3313. If jHG=M j ¤ 3313, thenQ=M chHG=M CG=M and soQCG.
Let P 2 Syl13.Q/, where jQj D 2k13, 1  k  3. Then P C G, which implies that
O13.G/ ¤ 1 and this is a contradiction. Therefore HG=M D H=M , i.e. H=M C
G=M and jH j D 2k3313. Let  2 Irr.H/ such that e D ŒH ;  ¤ 0. then 39 D
et.1/, where t D jG W IG./j. We know that e and t are divisors of jG W H j D
24 k . Therefore e D t D 1 and so .1/ D 39 and H D  . Since .1/2 D 1521 <
jH j, it follows that k D 3 and jM j D 8, jH j D 233313. Hence M C G is a 2-
elementary abelian subgroup of G of order 8 and M H . Let  2 Irr.M/ such that
e0 D ŒM ;¤ 0. Therefore 39D e0t 0, where t 0 D jH W IH ./j. Also M has 8 linear
characters and so t 0  8. Therefore one of the following occurs: .e0; t 0/D .13;3/ or
.39;1/. But in each case we have
507D 1323 ŒM ;M D e02t 0  jH WM j D 3313;
which is a contradiction. Therefore G has a normal series 1 E H E K E G such
that K=H is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups and jG=Kj j
jOut.K=H/j. By the classification of finite simple groups and [1], it follows that
K=H is isomorphic to L3.3/. Hence G Š L3.3/. 
Theorem 5. Let q D 8 or 16. Let G be a finite group such that jGj D jL2.q/j and
  .G/D   .L2.q//. Then G Š L2.q/.
Proof. Case 1. Let q D 8.
We know that cd.L2.8// D f1;7;8;9g. Therefore   .G/ is a graph with vertex set
f2;3;7g and there is no edge in   .G/. So by Lemma 4 we get thatG is a nonsolvable
group. Therefore G has a normal series 1EH EK EG such that K=H is a direct
product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups and jG=Kj j jOut.K=H/j. By the
classification of finite simple groups and [1], it follows that K=H is isomorphic to
L2.7/ or L2.8/. Since 6 2 cd.L2.7//, we get thatK=H ŠL2.8/ and so G ŠL2.8/.
Case 2. Let q D 16.
Similarly to Case 1, by Lemma 4 we get that G is nonsolvable and we get that G has
a normal series 1EH E K E G such that K=H Š A5 or L2.16/. If K=H Š A5,
then jH j  jG=Kj D 2217 and jG=Kj j 2. Let P 2 Syl17.H/. Then P ch H C G,
which implies that O17.G/¤ 1. Now we get a contradiction by Ito’s theorem since
17 is a vertex of   .G/. Therefore K=H Š L2.16/ and so G Š L2.16/. 
Theorem 6. LetG be a finite group such that jGj D jA7j D 233257 and   .G/D
  .A7/. Then G Š A7.
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Proof. The charcter degree graph of A7 is a complete graph on the vertex set
f2;3;5;7g. Also there exists  2 Irr.G/, such that 21 j .1/.
Let G be a solvable group. Then let H be a Hall subgroup of G of order 23327.
Then jG WH j D 5 and soG=HG ,! S5. The order of a solvable subgroup of S5 which
is divisible by 5 is a divisor of 20. Let  2 Irr.HG/ such that ŒHG ;  ¤ 0. Then
.1/ D et.1/ and e and t are divisors of jG W HG j, which implies that e j 20 and
t j 20. Therefore 21 j .1/ and since .1/2 < jHG j, it follows that jHG j D 504 and so
H DHG C G. On the other hand, there exists  2 Irr.G/ such that .1/D 35. Let
' 2 Irr.H/ such that ŒH ;'¤ 0. Then 35D .1/D et'.1/, where '.1/ j jH j and
et j jG WH j D 5. Therefore .1/D 7 and et D 5. Since ŒH ;H D e2t  jG WH j,
it follows that e D 1 and t D 5. Hence H has 5 irreducible characters of degree
7. Therefore 1C 212C 5 72  jH j D 504, which is a contradiction. So G is a
nonsolvable group and by Lemma 3, G has a normal series 1EH E K E G such
that K=H is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups and jG=Kj j
jOut.K=H/j. By the classification of finite simple groups and [1], it follows that
K=H is isomorphic to A5, A6, A7, L2.7/ or L2.8/.
IfK=H ŠA5 or A6, then 7 j jH j and since jH j j 42, we get thatO7.G/¤ 1. Now
by Ito’s theorem we get a contradiction, since 7 is a vertex of   .G/.
IfK=H ŠL2.7/ or L2.8/, then 5 j jH j and jH j j 15, which implies thatO5.G/¤
1 and we get a contradiction by Ito’s theorem.
Finally K=H Š A7 and so G Š A7. 
Theorem 7. Let p 2 f11;13;17;19g. IfG is a finite group such that jGj D jL2.p/j
and   .G/D   .L2.p//. Then G Š L2.p/.
Proof. Since p2 − jGj, and p is a vertex in the character degree graph of G, by
Ito’s theorem it follows that Op.G/D 1.
Case 1. Let p D 11. Then jGj D 223511.
If G is solvable, let H be a Hall subgroup of G of order 22  5 11. Then
G=HG ,! S3. Hence 11 j jHG j. Now if P 2 Syl11.G/, then P C G, which im-
plies that O11.G/ ¤ 1 and this is a contradiction. Therefore G has a normal series
1 E H E K E G such that K=H is isomorphic to A5 or L2.11/. If K=H Š A5,
then jH jjG=Kj D 11 and jG=Kj j 2. Then jH j D 11 and so O11.G/¤ 1, which is a
contradiction. Therefore K=H Š L2.11/ and so G Š L2.11/.
Case 2. Let p D 13. Then if G is a solvable group, let H be a Hall subgroup
of G of index 7. Then 13 j jHG j and similarly to above O13.G/ ¤ 1, which is a
contradiction. Now similarly to above we get that G Š L2.13/.
Case 3. Let p D 17. Then if G is a solvable group, let H be a Hall subgroup of
G of index 9. Then 17 j jHG j and similarly to the above O17.G/ ¤ 1, which is a
contradiction. Now similarly to the above we get that G Š L2.17/.
Case 4. If p D 19, then similarly we get the result. 
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Remark 1. The first simple group of order greater than 6000 is U3.3/ of order
6048. In the sequel we show that this group is not characterizable by its char-
acter degree graph and its order. We know that the character degrees of U3.3/
are f1;6;7;14;21;27;28;32g. So   .U3.3// is a complete graph on the three ver-
tices 2, 3 and 7. Now we construct a solvable group G with jGj D 2533  7 and
  .G/ D   .U3.3//. Let H be the Frobenius group of order 56 D 8 7 D 23  7,
and observe that cd.H/ D f1;7g. Let P be an extraspecial group of order 33 and
exponent 3. It is not difficult to see that P has an automorphism  of order 2 that
does not centralize the center of P . Let K be the semi-direct product of hi act-
ing on P . It is not difficult to see that jKj D 2 33 and cd.K/ D f1;2;6g. Let Z
be a cyclic group of order 2, and take G D H K Z. Then jGj D 2533  7 and
cd.G/D f1;2;6;7;14;42g. Thus,   .G/ is a complete graph on three vertices.
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